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ABSTRACT
The African BioGenome Project (AfricaBP) is ready to enter its pilot phase. AfricaBP aims to

sequence and assemble complete genomes of 105,000 eukaryotic species of economic,

ecological, scientific, and cultural importance across the African continent and associated islands

over the next ten years. These species will include vertebrates, invertebrates, plants, macroalgae,

fungi, and eukaryotic microbes. These genomes will be incorporated into the Earth BioGenome

Project (EBP) and will contribute to deciphering chromosomal gene evolution in eukaryotes.

This is the first project within Africa that aims to sequence this number of species. Limited

sequencing and computational facilities in Africa represent a different order of challenges for us

as the Sequencing and Assembly Sub-Committee (SASC).

To find solutions to these issues, there is a need to create a sketch that allows us to have a

reference point as we also unearth the constrained situations of these countries.



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

1. 10KP - 10,000 Plant Genomes Project

2. AfricaBP - African BioGenome Project

3. EBP - Earth BioGenome Project

4. SASC - Sequencing and Assembly Sub-Committee

5. ToL -Tree of Life

6. VGP - Vertebrate Genomes Project

SEQUENCING ISSUES

❖ We aim to perform sequencing of, at least, 80 % of the genomes of all the organisms

within Africa, and 20 % outside the continent where such capacity does not exist.

Challenges associated with this aim include:

- The limitation of sequencing facilities within some African countries.

- Legal, administrative, and policy constraints affect transfer of organisms and

tissue samples across national borders for sequencing.

GENOME ASSEMBLY ISSUES

➔Data archiving of raw sequence data.

➔Data archiving of the assembled genomes.

➔Paucity of fast-internet which is necessary to handle such big data.

➔Limitation of the computational facilities required for genome assembly within Africa, despite

the promising effort to enhance the computational resources across the continent during the

past few years. Still, all these efforts were not enough to cover the continent but mainly

focused on the biomedical sector.



➔Limitations of the bioinformatics skills required to achieve genome assembly among African

scientists.

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS TO SOME OF THE PROBLEMS

Our partnership with the Vertebrate Genome Project (VGP) and 10,000 Plant Genomes Project

(10KP) to sequence complete genomes of 18 animal and 100 plant species during the three years

of the Pilot project Phase would inform our best practices and rules of engagement and allow us

to deal with challenges presented in the future phases of the project.

1. Sequencing:
We plan to:

❖ use a combination of sequencing facilities and both portable and mobile sequencing

platforms adaptable to the African terrain, especially remote locations to effectively

sequence species across Africa.

❖ eliminate many legal issues, we need to build capacity for sequencing species in countries
of sample origin.

❖ tap into the expertise of existing genome sequencing capacities in Africa.

In order to achieve the previous solutions, we will start locating the sequencing facilities

across Africa (Figure 1).

2. Assembly:

❖ We aim to reach the reference-genome quality for our assemblies according to the Earth

Biogenome Project (EBP) assembly standards

(https://www.earthbiogenome.org/assembly-standards). In light of that:

1. We followed the sequencing strategies of our current associated partners which

led to having two sequencing and assembly pipelines for animals and plants.

- The animals' pipeline is inferred from the VGP pipeline, which combined

https://www.earthbiogenome.org/assembly-standards


different sequencing technologies (PacBio HiFi and Hi-C) and hybrid scaffolding

based on the Bionano Genomics optical map to reach the reference-genome

quality for animals (Figure 2).

- The plants’ pipeline is inferred from the 10KP pipeline, which combines

different short reads (Illumina), the single tube Long Fragment Read (stLFR)

protocol, and 10X Genomics technologies to have a draft genome. Optionally

long-read sequencing technologies (PacBio HiFi and nanopore) can be

implemented as well. A scaffolding step based on the Hi-C data, can be done, to

reach the reference genome (chromosome level) for plants (Figure 3).

2. Our pipeline (Figure 2) would replace the 10x sequencing step in the VGP

pipeline

3. We need to secure data storage space to archive sequencing raw data and

assembled genomes.

4. We need to secure access to a computational cluster to perform the genome

assembly.

5. We need to train the sequencing and assembly committee members on the animals

and plants assembly pipelines (Figures 2 and 3).

Actions required to proceed with the previous solutions include:

❖ Start communication with several cloud computing providers, and ask for free storage

space for AfricaBP (Amazon, Google, Microsoft, etc.), the usage of Cloud-based

computing platforms will help us to avoid big investments in the computing

infrastructure.

❖ Ask the VGP team for access to the Genome Assembly Workbench on Galaxy

(https://assembly.usegalaxy.eu/); in addition, seek access to other computational clusters

available within Africa.

❖ Ask the VGP team for training on the VGP assembly pipeline on the European galaxy

server.

https://assembly.usegalaxy.eu/


3. OTHER MEASURES FOR CONSIDERATION

We propose:

❖ A second scenario for sequencing is a situation of lack of long-read sequencing facilities.

This scenario proposes to establish mobile sequencing unit(s) by sending technician(s) to

the sample locations with portable sequencing facilities to perform the sequencing

on-site.

❖ A capacity-building scheme for researchers from all partner institutions.

❖ Synchronized DataBase.

❖ In the future, AfricaBP would develop a pipeline on the African galaxy server

(https://africa.usegalaxy.eu/) that allows remote analysis without investing in

infrastructure for analysis and storage (Phase 2 or Phase 3 considerations).

❖ Ph.D. studentship exchange/Research officer exchange (Technology exchange).

❖ Workshops with contributors vis-à-vis feedback platform.

❖ Development of a template governing preliminary data sharing as well as third-party data

sharing (Open access versus restricted access). Taking into account that the data must be

Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable (FAIR).

Figure 1: State of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) infrastructure and sequencing technology

https://africa.usegalaxy.eu/


in Africa (inferred from Inzaule et al, 2021, Egyptian bioinformatic consortium, and
AfricaBP-SASC lists).

Figure 2: Sequencing and assembly Sub-Committee animals genomes roadmap, shows the
proposed sequencing and assembly pipeline for animals. Inferred from VGP assembly pipeline.

Figure 3: Sequencing and assembly Sub-Committee plants genomes roadmap, shows the
proposed sequencing and assembly pipeline for plants. Inferred from 10KP assembly pipeline.
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